HHS SENIOR YEARBOOK PICTURES
Senior Portrait Deadline:
Saturday, October 15, 2016
NO professional portraits taken after this day
will appear in the yearbook!
Make your appointment NOW!
Sessions book fast! Only a $10 Yearbook Fee

Yearbook Portrait Specifications:
If you do not turn in a senior photo, the one from your
ID picture will be placed in the yearbook automatically.
Photo must be delivered to the yearbook staff/advisor via the photographer:
 Digital (JPEG format ONLY, minimum 300 DPI, 2MG), on a disk,
tagged with the indexing software.
Pose: Head shot, which may include shoulders, full face, no visible cleavage, no
sunglasses. Students choose their own clothing for the shot.
Background: Medium (not too light, not too dark).
Focus: Full focus, clear photos. No special applications or filtered effects.

*We reserve the right to refuse or crop your picture to make
it fit in our layout if the above guidelines are not followed.
BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW! DON’T WAIT. APPOINTMENTS FILL UP QUICKLY.

Contact: O’Connor Photography 661.940.5657 www.oconnorphotography.net
42231 6th St West #202 Lancaster, CA, near the 14 Fwy and Ave M.

Sitting TIPS
I. Face/Skin
-- Don’t worry about blemishes (professional photographers can
retouch to “fix” imperfections).
--Make sure to groom your eyebrows and apply makeup carefully.
(Remove stray hairs 12 hours before appointment to avoid swelling).
--If your skin tends to be oily, bring paper blotters to remove the oil
prior to and during the session.
--Bring lip gloss or lip balm to keep lips moisturized.
--Avoid tanning conditions (tanning booths or long exposures
outdoors) the week before your appointed time—it can make your skin
swell and appear red in the pictures.
II. Hair
--Because the head shot requires lots of lighting directed toward the
face and head, if you color your hair, make sure you have it done
within a couple of days before the appointment. Roots get highlighted
under these lighting conditions.
--Get haircuts about a week before your appointment
--Guys—give yourself a clean shave the day of the appointment, or a
neat trim to your beard, if you have one.
III. Dress
Use clothing to accentuate your best features and style. Select your outfits
in plenty of time to have them clean, pressed and ready for the sitting.
--Choose colors that flatter your skin tone and eye color
--Avoid faded fabrics and white (especially if you have a light skin
color, and in the cooler months when you’ve been out of the sun)
--Avoid bold stripes or distracting patterns, as they take attention
away from your face
--Choose clothes that fit you right—not too tight, not too big
--Dress up with style and fun accessories.

Come prepared 15-20 minutes before your appointment time, with your
outfit and hair/make-up done.

